ferent alternatives for defining a strategy. The screened population size has been reported in simulation studies
MAS (Zhang and Smith, 1992; Gimelfarb and Lande, be invested at each generation and the number of generations required 1994; Whittaker et al., 1995; Hospital et al., 1997; to achieve the selection. This paper presents results of simulations et al., 1999a) . Independent of the strategies considered , 1996) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) sion at one target locus in a partial line conversion, and using MAS (Gilles et al., 1999) , a substantial improvement in the at nontarget loci only at one generation, a selection at BC 3 would be capacity to efficiently screen large populations has been more efficient than a selection at BC 1 or BC 2 , due to the increase achieved. Today, the screening of thousands of geno- reported by various groups. These simulations have been quite diverse; for example, MAS has been tested combining phenotypic and genotypic data in a selection I n a BC scheme, the strategy is to transfer a specific index (Lande and Thompson, 1990; Knapp, 1994 ; Xie elite allele at a target locus from a donor line to a and Xu, 1998a), considering different breeding generarecipient line. The use of DNA markers, which permit tions (Edwards and Page, 1994) , and for different breedthe genetic dissection of the progeny at each generation, ing schemes (Xie and Xu, 1998b) . Efficiency of MAS increases the speed of the selection process (Tanksley has also been evaluated considering the heritability of et al., 1989) . Although it is easy to plot a BC-MAS the target trait (Hospital et al., 1997; Knapp, 1998) , the strategy, the design of the most appropriate and efficient genetic effect at target loci (Van Berloo and Stam, 1998) , strategy is generally not a straightforward task, given the and by monitoring target genomic regions simultanenumber of parameters involved. Before any experiment, ously vs. one by one (Hospital and Charcosset, 1997) . the number of target genes involved in the selection Most of the theoretical papers related to MAS present and the expected level of line conversion must be decomplex mathematical models, making it difficult to fined. Then, one must identify at each generation the directly derive a practical MAS experiment. In addition, size of the population to be screened, the number, posithe implications of using different laboratory strategies tion, and nature of molecular markers used, and the that can be considered to achieve the selection, such as number of genotypes selected. The expected level of different DNA markers, are rarely taken into account conversion is closely related to the number and distribuin those theoretical papers when comparing the effition of the DNA markers at nontarget loci and the ciency of different approaches. recombination frequencies between the target gene and
The objective of this paper is not to present new flanking markers. All these parameters influence the genetic models, but rather to provide some guidelines number of the generations required to achieve a specific at both the theoretical and practical levels for identifying and successful BC-MAS experiment, while offering difthe most appropriate BC-MAS strategy based on the objectives of different types of applied breeding experi- 
Population Size
fixed and only a small proportion of loci are still segregating. For the simulation, we did not assume normality, and the Backcross schemes are as in Hospital et al. (1992) . F 1 indigenetic model closely resembles the practical situation except viduals from a cross between a donor and a recipient line are for the recombination interference. The effect of the interfercrossed with the recipient to derive a BC 1 population. In each ence on the allele introgression would make the elimination subsequent BC generation, individuals with the desired allele of nontarget alleles easier but the target allele more difficult. at the target locus and suitable genotypic composition in the Thus, the overall effect of the interference on gene introgresrest of the genome are selected and crossed with the recipient sion would be neutral. The results of the calculation and simuto develop the next generation. For the simulations presented lation are very similar, which make the simulation results in this paper, we consider introgression of an allele at the more reliable. target locus that is uniquely identified by a genetic marker.
The objectives of a BC-MAS strategy are to identify individuals heterozygous for donor and recipient alleles at target loci
Complete Line Conversion
and homozygous for recipient alleles at nontarget loci. Given
The objective of a complete line conversion is to develop these objectives, each generation can be divided into two steps.
a line that will have exactly the same genetic composition as The first step is to identify the genotypes that are heterozygous the recipient line, except at target loci where the presence of at the target loci, reducing the screened population size (N) homozygous alleles from a donor line is desired. By definition, to the N sl . The second step is to identify within the N sl individusuch conversion requires strong selection pressure at nontarget als those presenting the most suitable genomic composition regions linked to the target gene, due to the genetic drag at the nontarget loci. Assuming no linkage between target generated by the presence of the donor allele at the target genes, the expected N se can be obtained as N se ϭ (1/2) t N, loci (Tanksley et al., 1989) . Genetic drag is lowest in genotypes where t denotes the number of target genes. For N sl ϭ 1, the with homozygous recipient alleles at the two markers flanking minimal N sl , no selection pressure can be applied at nontarthe target gene. Because selection requires identification of get loci.
recombinations between the target gene and flanking markers, the two flanking markers for each gene involved in the model
Simulation Experiments
must be carefully identified. A recombination rate between target gene and flanking markers of 2 to 20 cM was employed, Factors considered in the simulations included N, the numdepending on the requirement of the conversion. ber of target genes (one, three, and five), the distance between
We used a selection index based on the probability that an the flanking markers and the target gene (2-20 cM), and the individual generates progeny with the desirable gametic type. number of genotypes selected in each BC generation (one to
The desirable gametic type is defined to have recipient alleles eight) used to generate the next screened population. Target at all marker loci except the target gene. Individuals with the genes were assigned randomly to one marker on a chromohighest probability of giving rise to offspring with the desired some and no more than one gene per chromosome was congenotype, the one presenting recombination in the flanking sidered.
intervals of the target gene, were considered to be the most Marker-locus genotypes of progeny individuals were simudesirable recombination. For example, assume that there are lated based on marker-locus genotypes of parents and rules two individuals with the marker genotype on the carrier chroof Mendelian segregation. Genotypes were simulated as strings mosome (markers on other parts of the genome can be considof 1 (heterozygous for donor and recipient alleles) or 0 (homoered in the same way) as M 1 m 2 m 3 M 4 T 5 M 6 and m 1 m 2 M 3 zygous for recipient allele). An F 1 diploid individual consists M 4 T 5 M 6 ; M and m represent alleles from donor and recipient of a string of 1's and another string of 0's, and only one string lines, respectively, and T is the target gene. The recombination was regenerated for each individual in each BC generation is needed in each of the two flanking intervals of T in the since gametes from the recurrent parent were all the same. desirable gametes. While conditional on these two markers, Haplotypes were simulated by "random walking" (all ransegregation of other markers is independent of T and can be domness being simulated by the computer's pseudorandom treated the same as markers on the noncarrier chromosome. number generator) along the marker linkage map. The string Therefore, the probability that either of two individuals would for an individual began with the same bit by equal chance as be selected based on the number of heterozygous markers is one of two strings in the individual selected in the previous equal. However, the probability of the gamete with all markers population and crossed over to read from the other string if being m except T generated by two individuals is 1/2(1 Ϫ a random number of uniform (0, 1) exceeded the specified r 1ϩ2ϩ3 )r 4 r 5 for Individual 1 (since m 2 and m 3 are fixed already, recombination probability. Such practices are found in Tanksonly r 1ϩ2ϩ3 is relevant here), and 1/2(1 Ϫ r 3 )r 4 r 5 for Individual ley and Nelson (1996) .
2, where r is the recombination fraction in the corresponding A genome size of 10 chromosomes, each 200 cM in length, interval and r 1ϩ2ϩ3 represents the recombination between was chosen to approximate the genome of maize. All markers Marker 1 and Marker 4. The probability of a desired gamete were assumed to be evenly distributed with an interval size is higher for Individual 2 than for Individual 1. The extension of 20 cM (11 markers per chromosome), except for the two of the algorithm to the whole genome is straightforward, since markers flanking the target genes. Two criteria were used to compare BC-MAS strategies: the number of generations segregation of markers from different chromosomes is inde-pendent. Therefore, the probability was calculated for each chromosome and multiplied over chromosomes. In the following simulation, a logarithm of the probability is used, which changes the multiplication to simple summation. Simulations were performed to investigate the effect of the population size, the size of the marker intervals flanking the target gene, and the number of target genes simultaneously introgressed.
Partial Line Conversion
Partial line conversion means that the conversion is complete when a limited proportion of the donor genome in an individual is found scattered over the genome in addition to the desirable homozygous alleles at the target gene. The selection index in this case is based on the estimated proportion of recipient genome. This is similar to phenotypic selection for a quantitative trait, the method used for the selection index proposed by Hospital et al. (1992) . In this case, the preference for individuals with recombination in the flanking regions of the target gene is not necessary because the criterion is the total proportion of the recipient genome.
We considered marker selection on nontarget loci at only one generation while the desired allele at the target locus was selected in all generations. Let t denote the mean of the proportion of the donor genome of individuals in Generation t, and let s t denote the mean in the selected individuals in Generation t (t ϭ 1, 2, 3). Based on classical selection theory, assuming normality and high marker density which provides the so-called heritability h 2 a value close to 1 (as Visscher, 1996) showed that all the variance of the genetic composition can be explained by placing three or more markers per chromosome),
where i denotes the selection differential, and t the standard deviation among individuals. It would be safe to assume that the relative reduction in tϩ1 from s t due to one more generation of backcrossing depends mainly on the value of s t and has depend on the ratio of t : t . We evaluate the mean and variance for BC 1 , BC 2 , and BC 3 using the formulas of Stam and Zeven (1981) . Simulations were also performed to compare of N sl are presented in Fig. 1A . The relationship between the efficiency of the selection schemes in different generations.
N sl and the selection response is nonlinear. As expected,
The simulation results were compared with the above analytithe selection intensity increases (i.e., less donor genome cal results.
contribution at nontarget loci) with an increase in N sl . However, the return in response to the increase of the population size is diminished significantly when N sl Ͼ
RESULTS

≈100.
Effect of Population Size on Selection Response
The impact of different N sl s on the genome composition at the first BC generation at nontarget loci is preThe N sl decreases exponentially from N, screened at each generation as the number of target genes increases sented in Fig. 1B , which considers the transfer of one or five target genes with one target gene on one chromofor both complete and partial line conversion. For a single target gene, the ratio between N sl and N is 1:2, some. The shape of the response curves is similar, suggesting that the appropriate N sl is essentially indepenfor five genes, 1:32. The N sl is directly related to the selection pressure that can be applied to reduce the dent of the number of target genes. Note that we consider the selection against the donor segments on donor genome contribution at nontarget loci. Considering the number of individuals (N i ϭ 1, 2, 4, or 8) selected, the chromosomes with and without the target gene equivalently. However, the variation of the donor gesimulation results of the selection intensity as an effect 
nome contribution in an individual from a BC 1 populasion level (proportion of the genome from recipient tion is mostly from the noncarrier chromosomes because parent) is 99% for one target gene, and 95% for five no selection for the presence of donor allele is conducted genes. For a 2-cM distance, this probability is 99.9 and on those chromosomes, which results in the similar 99.5% for one and five target genes, respectively. Table 1 shape of the selection intensity curves as observed in presents the number of BC generations required to Fig. 1A . The effect of high pressure against the genetic achieve the line conversion, based on simulation results. drag on the carrier chromosomes will be discussed in
The simulations considered changes in the recombinathe line conversion experiment.
tion frequency between a target gene and flanking markWe defined the selection efficiency as the optimal ers, one to five target genes, different screened popularatio between the resources that have to be invested tion sizes, and the selection of one or two individuals and the number of selection cycles required to achieve at each selection generation. Using these results and a a complete selection, based on results presented in Fig. 1 , manageable sample size (e.g., a selectable population the most efficient selection scheme should consider the of 50 to 100), the introgression can be completed in screening of an initial population size that will result, three to four generations for a single target gene, four after selection at target loci, in a N sl ranging between to seven generations for three target genes, and four 50 and 100 genotypes. Below these values, changes in to nine generations for five genes, depending on the N sl still have a major impact on the number of selection distance of flanking markers to the target gene. Dragenerations, while above these values, changes in N sl matic effects are seen on the number of generations implies more resources for reduced impact on the selecwhen N sl Ͻ 50, and less so when N sl Ͼ100, independent tion process. For N sl ϭ 100, ≈200, 800, and 3200 individuof the number of target genes, and conforms to the als must be screened for one, three, and five target results in Fig. 1B . genes, respectively.
The most efficient selection response from a N sl between 50 and 100 appears in Fig. 1 
Complete Line Conversion
one should also consider the interval sizes flanking the It is impossible to obtain complete line conversion, target genes when defining the selection scheme. When that is, the presence of only the homozygous donor a small interval is present in the flanking regions of alleles at the target gene. Therefore, line conversion is the target gene, recombination in the flanking intervals considered complete when, out of the selectable populabecomes a rare event. Therefore, increasing the population, a genotype homozygous for recipient alleles at all tion size is preferred when the interval sizes flanking detected nontarget loci can be identified. It implies that the target gene(s) are small (e.g., Ͻ5 cM). recombination should take place on both sides of the Except for the case where a small N sl (Ͻ50 genotypes) target gene(s), and the donor genome's contribution in is combined with a reduced recombination frequency the final line would be mostly around the target gene.
between the target gene and flanking markers (2 and Assuming no double recombination between two non-4 cM), the number of generations for selecting two inditarget loci, and a 20-cM distance between the flanking viduals (N i ϭ 2) in each generation is almost equivalent to the results of selecting one individual (N i ϭ 1), with a markers and the target gene, the expected line conver-genes are involved in the selection model, fewer noncarpopulation half that size for most of the cases in Table 1. rier chromosomes are involved; and as previously menTherefore, the selection fraction, which is the ratio of tioned, the variation in the donor genome size is mostly the N i selected vs. the N, is a major parameter in a from the noncarrier chromosomes. A BC-MAS strategy MAS experiment.
involving MAS at nontarget loci at a single BC generation induces a larger reduction of the donor genome
Partial Line Conversion with a Single contribution at nonselected loci compared with BC-MAS
Generation of Marker-Assisted Selection
selection conducted at an earlier generation, when the The objective of a partial line conversion is to identify allelic introgression is conducted at one or a few target a line with donor alleles at target genes and a proportion genes rather than several genes. of donor genome below a desired level. Usually no reSimulations were performed for the introgression of striction would be enforced for the donor genome conone target gene, and the results were compared among tribution outside the target loci over the genome. Mean different selection schemes (Table 3) . Five schemes and variation of the genome size from the donor of an were considered, and genome sizes from the donor at individual in BC 1 , BC 2 , and BC 3 populations, without BC 1 , BC 2 , and BC 3 were calculated. A single generation selection at nontarget loci, were calculated separately of selection at nontarget loci was performed at BC 1 , BC 2 , for carrier and noncarrier chromosomes, and summed or BC 3 . A population without selection at nontarget loci based on our 10-chromosome genome of 2000 cM. The and continuous selection in all three generations was ratio of the standard deviation to the mean was then used as a reference. calculated assuming one, three, and five target genes Simulations were performed using a N sl of 2, 5, 10, ( Table 2) . As the backcrossing continues, the ratio of and 100 genotypes per generation with selection at tarthe standard deviation to the mean of the donor genome get loci only, and 100 genotypes for the complete MAS contribution increases. This implies that the most effistep (selection at both target and nontarget loci). To cient marker-assisted selection would be in later rather illustrate the practical implications of the different selecthan early generations if only one generation of selection schemes presented in Table 3 , two schemes are tion at nontargeted loci is applied. Without selection, presented in detail in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2A , the complete the donor genome size in an individual decreases expo-MAS step is conducted at all three BC generations, nentially as the backcrossing proceeds, and most of the while in Fig. 2B , the complete MAS step is conducted donor genome can be reduced through the BC process, only at the third BC. The scheme that resulted in the especially on the noncarrier chromosomes. However, least amount of donor genome (1.5% after three BCs) the difference between generations decreases with the utilized a complete MAS step at each generation ( Fig. 2A) . Obtaining 1.5% required screening a population of 200 number of genes included in the model. When more selection model. Because several parameters are involved in the efficiency of a BC-MAS experiment, the individuals at a single locus, followed by a screening of best strategy must be adopted at the beginning of the 109 markers (11 per chromosome) at nontarget loci at experiment, especially taking into account time coneach BC on the N sl (N sl ϭ 100). When the single complete straints and available resources. While addressing the MAS step is conducted only at the third BC (Fig. 2B) , issue of costs is not easy, particularly in view of the the remnant donor genome contribution at nontarget technical options available for conducting a BC-MAS, loci is 4.4%. In this strategy, the screening of only 20 the options presented below should help facilitate the plants at the target locus in BC 1 and BC 2 is required.
cost evaluation of a given selection scheme. When complete selection is conducted only in BC 3 , the proportion of donor genome in the selected individual
From the Screened Population Size
is ≈50 and 70% of that found in a complete selection to the Selectable Population Size conducted only in BC 1 and BC 2 , respectively (Table 3) ,
The ratio between N and N sl depends on the number which conforms to the results presented in Table 2. of target loci. For more than three target loci in the Differences in the N sl , when selection is conducted only model, the screening of thousands of plants is required at a target locus, have the largest impact on the donor genome proportion when the complete MAS is conto obtain a N sl of 100 genotypes. Selection at each target locus reduces the N sl by half. Nevertheless, the screening Although in BC-MAS the selection of a single individual is the fastest strategy in terms of generations required of the whole population has to be conducted at least once at the beginning of each BC generation. With N to achieve the selection, it is, nevertheless, risky from a practical point of view. A mistake at one of the selection equal to thousands of individuals, such screening can be laborious and expensive. However, it can be optisteps or an unexpected field problem, such as low germimized by using an appropriate combination of DNA nation or poor pollen quality, will have dramatic consemarkers. If markers can be amplified in the same reacquences. Based on these practical considerations, the tion tube (Ribaut et al., 1997) , a tremendous reduction selection of more than one genotype at each generation in the number of PCR reactions required to conduct the should be considered. In practice, the number of individselection can be achieved (e.g., in one step, duplexing uals selected at each generation can be limited by the reduces the population size by four, triplexing by eight).
propagation ability of the studied crop, that is, the numThe PCR-based primers that amplify target genes could ber of selected plants that are necessary to derive the be distinguished in a single separation, because they suitable population size at the next selection generation. amplify different fragment sizes. If this is not possible, This limitation is important when several target genes other PCR-markers closely linked to the target genes are involved in the selection and the planting of thoumight be used. Assuming the availability of fluorescent sands of plants is required. In this respect, maize, and detection, the labeling of the different PCR-primers more generally, cross-pollinated plants, offer an advanwith different dyes allows direct multiplexing of the tage. If the best genotype is selected before flowering, markers (Karp et al., 1997) . Once the sequences of the the pollen of only one selected plant is sufficient to donor and recipient alleles are known, the use of allele develop the next large population, using several plants specific marker-like molecular beacons (Bonnet et al., from the recipient line as females. This procedure is not 1999) and SNPs (Gilles et al., 1999) might be an efficient general to all crops, and it may make the selection of option. Indeed, the gel step can be eliminated by using only the best individual to create a large population at this technique, and direct multiplexing can be obtained the next generation unrealistic. If the number of selected using different fluorescent dyes. Considering all these plants required at each generation to develop the next options, multiplexing in a BC-MAS should always be population is high, the optimal N sl should be considered possible. Furthermore, in the context of the overall cost carefully. If this constraint is too great, other BC-MAS of an experiment, it is important to identify the most strategies may be considered. suitable set of markers at the target loci.
Line Conversion From the Selectable Population Size to the Selected Plants
On the basis of several simulation studies, it is clear that BC-MAS is especially efficient when conducted on Once the selectable population is identified, screening large segregating populations (Hospital et al., 1997) . of N sl genotypes with DNA markers should be conNevertheless, the identification of a screened population ducted at nontarget loci in order to reduce the donor size, which leads to the most efficient strategy for a line genome contribution. The selection response for this conversion through BC-MAS, has to consider different second selection step depends on the recombination values for parameters that interactively influence the frequency between the target gene and the flanking length of the selection process. Simulations have been markers, and on the densities of the markers on the widely used to evaluate and compare different strategies carrier and noncarrier chromosomes. In our simulation, for the allelic introgression at single or multiple genes. we considered a fixed number of markers at each generAmong a range of uses, simulations have been used to ation, therefore, the issue of different marker densities evaluate the optimal distribution of markers for carrier related to the BC generation is not addressed here. In and noncarrier chromosomes (e.g., Hospital et al., 1992 ; regards to deciding how many unlinked nontarget loci Visscher, 1996) , to optimize the position of the flanking should be screened and how they should be distributed, markers (e.g., Frisch et al., 1999b) , and to identify the several strategies have already been advanced. The density of the marker coverage, for example, can be adapted minimum screened population size to obtain a given to the inbreeding level of each BC generation. It has genomic composition in a given number of generations been shown that increasing the number of markers to (e.g., Visscher et al., 1996; Frisch et al., 1999b) . Moremore than three per noncarrier chromosome was not over, several software programs, such as QU-GENE efficient at early generations (Hospital et al., 1992) . At (Podlich and Cooper, 1998) and PLABSIM (Frisch et each new generation, due to additional crossover probaal., 2000) , are now available to make selection predicbility, an increase in the number of markers should be tions through simulations. considered in order to optimize selection. This increase Obtaining a clear vision of the appropriate BC-MAS is balanced by the fact that markers that revealed fixed strategy is difficult because the implications of changing alleles at nontarget loci at one generation need not be the values in the parameters involved in the selection screened at the next BC generation. are hard to project. As an example, it has been demonstrated in several studies that to minimize genetic drag
The Selected Genotypes at Each Generation
around selected loci, emphasis should be placed on BC-MAS at an early stage of recombination on recombiAs presented, the N i selected at each generation has a direct impact on the duration of the selection process.
nation events close to the target gene (Tanksley et al., 1989; Frisch et al., 1999a) . If the strategy is clear, the al. (1992) concluded that selection in later generations is better. The strategy of using one generation of selecchoice of the most suitable markers to apply it must be considered carefully. Indeed, the distance between the tion in an advanced BC generation is an attractive option, especially if allelic introgression at a few target target gene and the flanking markers has a major impact on the number of BC generations required to achieve genes is considered concomitantly in a large number of recipient lines. The small population required for the the selection, especially when several target genes are considered. On the basis of our results, with five target first generations, in which selection is only conducted at target loci, represents a major logistical advantage. genes and a selectable population of 100, having the flanking markers at 2 vs. 12 cM almost doubled the Moreover, if one target gene is linked to a phenotypic marker, or is a transgene (with a selectable gene such length of the complete line conversion (7.9 vs. 4.6 BC generations). In both cases, the level of conversion is as herbicide resistance included in the gene construct), selection for this gene can be conducted phenotypically, different, 99.5 vs. 97% for 2 and 12 cM, respectively. Therefore, depending on the objective of the BC-MAS reducing the cost of the selection. If this is the case, no DNA extraction is required to conduct the selection experiment, the position of the flanking markers can be quite different. In some cases, the most efficient strategy during the first generations. The "penalty" for this strategy is the retention of some donor genome contribution is less clear, especially when different theoretical approaches might serve the same purpose. For example, at nontarget loci, most of it flanking the target genes on the carrier chromosomes. Possible negative impacts an increase of population size when advancing the BC generation reduces the number of required marker data from this remnant donor genome on plant performance can be minimized if the donor line is elite germplasm, points in comparison with a constant population size across all generations (Frisch et al., 1999a) . The same because the probability of having bad agronomic characteristics dragged into the selection at nontarget loci is data point reduction might be reached by increasing reduced. at each new BC generation the number of markers at nontarget loci while screening the same population size at each generation (Hospital et al., 1992) . Different ap-CONCLUSIONS proaches might also be combined to increase the efficiency of the selection. Frisch proposed to identify
The experimental design for line conversion through through simulations the minimum population size that BC-MAS includes the available resources, the nature has to be screened to obtain at least one individual with of the germplasm (e.g., agronomic quality and number a target genomic composition (Frisch et al., 1999b) . This of lines to be converted), and the technical options availapproach might be very relevant at an advanced generaable at the marker level. Considering these parameters and the results provided through simulations for differtion of the strategy proposed in this paper. Indeed, at ent theoretical approaches, the identification of the most the end of the selection process, it is appropriate to efficient BC-MAS strategy for a practical experiment calculate the N sl that will allow the completion of the should be on a case-by-case basis. Several simulation selection in one generation, thereby eliminating the results have already been reported, giving useful guideneed for an additional generation, even if N sl Ͼ 100 in lines to identify optimal strategies. The strategies prethe last selection generation.
sented in this paper focus on the nonlinear relationship The nature of the germplasm considered in a BC-MAS between a reduction of the donor genome contribution experiment also has a major impact on the identification at nontarget loci for different N sl and identify N sl as the of the most suitable strategy. For example, the biological key parameter to be considered first in the establishimplication of having different levels of line conversion ment of the selection scheme. Our recommendation, must be considered carefully. As already discussed, the once the number of target genes to be introgressed has distance between the flanking markers and the target been defined, is to determine the population size that gene has an impact on the final level of conversion, 99.5 needs to be screened at each generation, giving a target vs. 97% for 2 and 12 cM, respectively. The biological N sl of 50 to 100 genotypes. Once the N sl is defined, one implication on the plant phenotype of this 2.5% differshould determine the desirable recombination frequency ence in donor genome contribution outside the target between the flanking markers and the target gene and genes is difficult to predict and depends on the agrothe number of genotypes selected at each generation, nomic characteristics of the donor line (Lee, 1995) . Once based on the objective and the constraints of the experia target gene is introduced for the first time into an ment. The number of BC generations required to achieve elite line, flanking markers at 2 cM should be the best the introgression can be easily predicted based on simuoption; while in the next phase, the transfer of the same lations (Table 1) . When resources are limited, or introtarget gene from elite into elite material, the use of gression from a donor line into a large number of recipiflanking markers at 12 cM might be more effective.
ent lines is desired, strategies based on BC-MAS at nontarget loci solely at one advanced BC generation
Partial Line Conversion
should be considered. Selection in later generations is Given the selection of only a few of the best genotypes more effective because the ratio of the standard deviaat each generation, a single BC-MAS may be most effition to the mean of the donor genome contribution cient when conducted at advanced BC generations.
increases as the backcrossing proceeds. In all cases, it is critical to put adequate effort into identifying the most After studying different selection schemes, Hospital et perspective, the analyses presented in this paper, as CSSA, Madison, WI. well as the practical points related to the nature of the Knapp, S.J. 1998 . Marker-assisted selection as a strategy for increasgermplasm and the use of the DNA markers, should ing the probability of selecting superior genotypes. Crop. Sci. 38: 1164 -1174 help breeding programs identify the most suitable and Lande, R., and R. Thompson. 1990 
